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Dear Patients of Zefran Dental Group, 

 

I want to express my sincere gratitude to each one of you for the unwavering support you have 

provided over the last four decades, contributing to the growth and success of this practice. Your 

confidence and recommendations have played a pivotal role in transforming the practice from seeing 

eighteen patients in its inaugural week in February of 1983 to its present state. 

Our family practice has evolved alongside your families, spanning generations. The foundation 

of our growth lies in the trust you have placed in my ability to provide the best dental health treatment 

that my skills can deliver. I have consistently endeavored to treat each of you as I would a member of 

my own family; it is this trust that has kept you and your families in my care for over forty years. 

As I transition from active practice, I am delighted to entrust your care to two exceptionally 

dedicated practitioners whom I hold in high regard. I am confident that they will continue to provide the 

same level of dedication and care to our patients. 

Lastly, I extend my heartfelt thanks to my staff, throughout the years, who have not only been 

integral to the success of this practice but have also become cherished friends and an extension of my 

own family. 

I fully believe that I am one of the luckiest people in the world. This sentiment is rooted in the 

privilege of having treated remarkable patients and being guided by an exceptional staff in the field of 

dentistry. I am truly blessed, and my heart is filled with gratitude as I move forward with the next 

chapter of my life. 

 

Keep smiling, 

 

James M. Zefran, D.D.S.                   
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